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THE SYN CHART A NEW PATH WITH BIG SKY AND NORTH AMERICAN TOUR 
 

LEGENDARY PROGRESSIVE ROCKERS TO PLAY ROSFEST  
 

February 18, 2009, New York – Progressive rock band The Syn will 
show off a new lineup and a new vision with their latest CD Big Sky 
and an extensive North American tour that includes a performance at 
the world famous progressive rock festival in Philadelphia, RoSfest. 
Stops also include Baltimore’s famed Orion Sound Studios, Chicago, 
Milwaukee, New York and much more. The group will be also be 
doing two full evenings of fundraising performances in Virginia with 
all proceeds to be donated to music, education and the arts.  
 
Formed in 1965, The Syn was a precursor of the band Yes, with that 
band’s bassist Chris Squire as one of the founding members. At various 
times The Syn has also included Yes alums Peter Banks and Alan 
White in their lineup. Now The Syn continues forward with a core 
lineup of Steve Nardelli (founding member, songwriter, lead vocalist 
and guitarist), Francis Dunnery (of It Bites and Robert Plant fame – 

guitars and vocals) and Tom Brislin (Spiraling – also keyboardist on Yes’ Symphonic tour – 
keyboards and vocals). The lineup is augmented for the tour by Paul Ramsey (Echolyn) 
providing drums and other percussion and Brett Kull (also of Echolyn) on guitar. 
 
Much of the Big Sky tour will be filmed. The footage will be released as a documentary of 
the tour. This film will be available in both digital and physical formats. For more details 
you can find the Syn on the web (and get a full listing of tour dates) at myspace.com/thesyn. 
 
Peace Frogs, a leading US manufacturer of ecologically responsible, sustainable living, and 
green-themed clothing is sponsoring the tour. A jointly-designed authentic branded Syn 
merchandise line will be available for sale at all of The Syn's live performances and selected 
in-store appearances and promotions.  
  
 
About Umbrello Records: Umbrello Records is a leading independent record label and part of Umbrello Music 
Entertainment. Umbrello Records is home to a diverse family of artists. In addition to progressive music 
leaders The Syn, the roster includes talented artists Julie Felix (in a collaboration with John Paul Jones of Led 
Zeppelin), K2 featuring Allan Holdsworth (U.K., Level 42), Ryo Okumoto (Spock’s Beard), Ken Jaquess 
(Atlantis), violinist Yvette Devereaux and drummer Doug Sanborn (The Untouchables). 
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